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GA 2700 - AGA 2700 - AGA 2700 - A

 Coulter disc 16" at 18" turbo, fertilizer's double disc in 14" and 15", hydraulic line marker, pantographic line, lateral OPTIONAL: 
wheelset to transport, planting monitor, precision agriculture; variable rate in the fertilizer and fixed rate in the seed. 

 Planter fertilizer tillage drag 

 Models  Lines Useful width for
 planting (mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight empty
 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

 * The Factory spacing default in the wheelsets lines is 50 (cm) - Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 

 Models  Lines Useful width for
 planting (mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight empty
 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

who compares purchase
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GA 21300 - PPGA 21300 - PPGA 21300 - PP
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 Planter fertilizer tillage drag 

 Models  Lines Useful width for
 planting (mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight empty
 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

who compares purchase
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GA 2600 - BGA 2600 - BGA 2600 - B
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Planter fertilizer tillage drag with seed ejector's bucket

who compares purchase

 Models  Lines Useful width for
 planting (mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight empty
 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

 Models  Lines Useful width for
 planting (mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight empty
 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

* The Factory spacing default in the wheelsets lines is 50 (cm) - Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 
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who compares purchase

Economical planter fertilizer tillage drag 
- Mechanical seed distribution, horizontal disk honeycombed style with 90 holes grain-to-grain (Universal System). 
- Economy and uniformity in the fertilizer distribution, high precision doser with helical screw FERTISYSTEM Auto-Lub AP®. 
- Frontal gearbox with transparent viewing, without using tools for handling with dosages adjustment of inputs. 
- Fertilizer tanks in polyethylene, highly resistant to corrosion, increasing equipment lifespan. 
- Depth limiters wheels, compactor wheels in "V" with angle adjustment, coated rubber. 
- Double disc lagged for seed attack to the soil 14" and 15". 
- Monobloc chassi, reinforced with four extra pipes which ensures more resistance. 
- Articulated wheelset with hydraulic cylinder to raise the machine. 
- Articulated coulter disc to soil attack 16" for better cut and straw flow. 
- Furrower of fertilizer with intelligent spring system "PULA-TUDO" exclusive system GIHAL.

OPTIONAL: Coulter disc 16" turbo, hydraulic line marker, pantographic line, planting monitor, precision agriculture; variable 
rate in the fertilizer and fixed rate in the seed. 

 Models  Lines Useful width for
 planting (mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight empty
 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

- Lateral wheelsets out of the machine 
- Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 
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Articulated planter fertilizer tillage drag 
- Mechanical seed distribution, horizontal disk honeycombed style with 90 holes grain-to-grain (Universal System). 
- Economy and uniformity in the fertilizer distribution, high precision doser with helical screw FERTISYSTEM Auto-Lub AP®. 

- Frontal gearbox with transparent viewing, without using tools for handling with dosages adjustment of inputs. 
- Fertilizer tanks in polyethylene, highly resistant to corrosion, increasing equipment lifespan. 
- Depth limiters wheels, compactor wheels in "V" with angle adjustment, coated rubber. 
- Double disc lagged for seed attack to the soil 14" and 15". 
- Monobloc chassi, reinforced with four extra pipes which ensures more resistance. 
- Articulated wheelset with hydraulic cylinder to raise the machine. 
- Articulated coulter disc to soil attack 16" at 18" for better cut and straw flow. 
- Furrower of fertilizer with intelligent spring system "PULA-TUDO" exclusive system GIHAL. 
- Header system without tires, to unite machines simple and practical way. 

OPTIONAL: Coulter disc 16" at 18" turbo, fertilizer's double disc in 14" and 15", hydraulic line marker, pantographic line, 
planting monitor, precision agriculture; variable rate in the fertilizer and fixed rate in the seed. 

* The Factory spacing default in the wheelsets lines is 50 (cm) - Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 

 Models  Lines Useful width for
 planting (mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight empty
 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

who compares purchase
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Hydraulic planter fertilizer tillage drag 
- Mechanical seed distribution, horizontal disk honeycombed style with 90 holes grain-to-grain (Universal System). 
- Economy and uniformity in the fertilizer distribution, high precision doser with helical screw FERTISYSTEM Auto-Lub AP®. 

- Frontal gearbox with transparent viewing, without using tools for handling with dosages adjustment of inputs. 
- Fertilizer tanks in polyethylene, highly resistant to corrosion, increasing equipment lifespan. 
- Depth limiters wheels, compactor wheels in "V" with angle adjustment, coated rubber. 
- Double disc lagged for seed attack to the soil 14" and 15". 
- Monobloc chassi, reinforced with four extra pipes which ensures more resistance. 
- Articulated wheelset with hydraulic cylinder to raise the machine. 
- Articulated coulter disc to soil attack 16" for better cut and straw flow. 
- Furrower of fertilizer with intelligent spring system "PULA-TUDO" exclusive system GIHAL. 

OPTIONAL: Coulter disc 16" turbo, hydraulic line marker, pantographic line, planting monitor, precision agriculture; variable 
rate in the fertilizer and fixed rate in the seed. 

- Lateral wheelsets out of the machine - Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 

 Models  Lines Useful width for
 planting (mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight empty
 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

who compares purchase
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Hydraulic planter fertilizer tillage drag (Modulate) 
- Mechanical seed distribution, horizontal disk honeycombed style with 90 holes grain-to-grain (Universal System). 
- Economy and uniformity in the fertilizer distribution, high precision doser with helical screw FERTISYSTEM Auto-Lub AP®. 

- Gearbox with easy handling, without using tools for dosages adjustment of inputs. 
- Fertilizer tanks in polyethylene, highly resistant to corrosion, increasing equipment lifespan. 
- Depth limiters wheels, compactor wheels in "V" with angle adjustment, nodular cast iron 
- Double disc lagged for seed attack to the soil 14" and 15". 
- Monobloc chassi, reinforced with extra pipe which ensures more resistance. 
- Articulated lateral wheelset. 
- Pantograph line in seeds. 
- Articulated coulter disc to soil attack 16" for better cut and straw flow. 
- Furrower of fertilizer with intelligent spring system "PULA-TUDO" exclusive system GIHAL. 

OPTIONAL: Coulter disc 16" turbo, hydraulic line marker, planting monitor, precision agriculture; variable rate in the 
fertilizer and fixed rate in the seed. 

 Models  Lines Useful width for
 planting (mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight empty
 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

- Lateral wheelsets out of the machine - Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 

who compares purchase
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Seeder fertilizer tillage drag (RLT) 
- Mechanical seed distribution, with helical rotor (Universal System). 
- Economy and uniformity in the fertilizer distribution, high precision doser with helical screw FERTISYSTEM Auto-Lub AP®. 

- Frontal gearbox with transparent viewing, without using tools for handling with dosages adjustment of inputs. 
- Fertilizer tanks in polyethylene, highly resistant to corrosion, increasing equipment lifespan. 
- Compaction wheels in angle, depth limiters wheels coated rubber. 
- Double disc lagged for seed attack to the soil 14" and 15". 
- Monobloc chassi, reinforced with four extra pipes which ensures more resistance. 
- Articulated internal wheelset with hydraulic cylinder to raise the machine. 
- Articulated lateral wheelset for transport, equipped with hydraulic cylinder drive and military tires.
 
OPTIONAL: Pasture tank, hydraulic line marker, planting monitor, precision agriculture; variable rate in the fertilizer and fixed 
rate in the seed. 

 Models  Lines 

Useful width
 for planting 

(mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight 
empty
 (kg)

wheeled/tires

work           transport

 ply qtd  ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

who compares purchase

- Lateral wheelsets out of the machine lines - Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 

+55 54 3331-4044+55 54 3331-4044+55 54 3331-4044
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Seeder fertilizer tillage drag 
- Mechanical seed distribution, with helical rotor (Universal System). 
- Economy and uniformity in the fertilizer distribution, high precision doser with helical screw FERTISYSTEM Auto-Lub AP®. 
- Frontal gearbox with transparent viewing, without using tools for handling with dosages adjustment of inputs. 
- Fertilizer tanks in polyethylene, highly resistant to corrosion, increasing equipment lifespan. 
- Compaction wheels in angle, depth limiters wheels coated rubber. 
- Double disc lagged for seed attack to the soil 14" and 15". 
- Monobloc chassi, reinforced with four extra pipes which ensures more resistance. 
- Articulated internal wheelset with hydraulic cylinder to raise the machine. 

OPTIONAL: Pasture tank, hydraulic line marker, planting monitor, lateral wheelset for transport, precision agriculture; 
variable rate in the fertilizer and fixed rate in the seed. 

 Models  Lines 
Useful width 
for planting 

(mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight
 empty

 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

 Models  Lines 
Useful width 
for planting 

(mm) 

Capacity Line 
Spacing (cm) 

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer
(kg) 

 Seed
(kg) 

 Weight
 empty

 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

- Lateral wheelsets out of the machine lines - Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 

who compares purchase
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 Models 

 Summer

 Lines

Useful width 
for planting 

(mm) 

 Winter

 Lines

Useful width 
for planting 

(mm) 

line spacing

 Summer 45

 Winter

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer  Seed

 Weight
 empty

 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 ply qtd

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

line spacing Models 
 Summer

 Lines

Useful width 
for planting 

(mm) 

 Winter

 Lines

Useful width 
for planting 

(mm) 

 Capacity 
 Fertilizer  Seed

 Weight
 empty

 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 qtd  ply

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

Multi Seeder fertilizer tillage drag 

who compares purchase

- Mechanical seed distribution, horizontal disk honeycombed style with 90 holes grain-to-grain (Universal System). 
- Mechanical seed distribution, with helical rotor (Universal System). 
- Economy and uniformity in the fertilizer distribution, high precision doser with helical screw FERTISYSTEM Auto-Lub AP®. 

- Frontal gearbox with transparent viewing, without using tools for handling with dosages adjustment of inputs. 
- Fertilizer tanks in polyethylene, highly resistant to corrosion, increasing equipment lifespan. 
- Depth limiters wheels, compactor wheels in "V" with angle adjustment, coated rubber. 
- Double disc lagged for seed attack to the soil 14" and 15". 
- Monobloc chassi, reinforced with four extra pipes which ensures more resistance. 
- Articulated wheelset with hydraulic cylinder to raise the machine. 
- Articulated coulter disc to soil attack 16" at 18" for better cut and straw flow. 
- Furrower of fertilizer with intelligent spring system "PULA-TUDO" exclusive system GIHAL. 

OPTIONAL: Coulter disc 16" at 18" turbo, fertilizer's double disc in 14" and 15", hydraulic line marker, pantographic line, 
planting monitor, precision agriculture; variable rate in the fertilizer and fixed rate in the seed. 

- Lateral wheelsets out of the machine lines - Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 

 Summer 

 Winter
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Economical multi seeder fertilizer tillage drag 

who compares purchase

- Mechanical seed distribution, horizontal disk honeycombed style with 90 holes grain-to-grain (Universal System).
- Mechanical seed distribution, with helical rotor (Universal System).
- Economy and uniformity in the fertilizer distribution, high precision doser with helical screw FERTISYSTEM Auto-Lub AP®.

- Frontal gearbox with transparent viewing, without using tools for handling with dosages adjustment of inputs.
- Fertilizer tanks in polyethylene, highly resistant to corrosion, increasing equipment lifespan.
- Depth limiters wheels, compactor wheels in “V” with angle adjustment, coated rubber.
- Double disc lagged for seed attack to the soil 14” and 15”.
- Monobloc chassi, reinforced with four extra pipes which ensures more resistance.
- Articulated wheelset with hydraulic cylinder to raise the machine.
- Articulated coulter disc to soil attack 16” for better cut and straw flow.
- Furrower of fertilizer with intelligent spring system “PULA-TUDO” exclusive system GIHAL.

OPTIONAL: Coulter disc 16” turbo, hydraulic line marker, pantographic line, planting monitor, precision agriculture; 
variable rate in the fertilizer and fixed rate in the seed.

 Models 

 Summer

 Lines

Useful width 
for planting 

(mm) 

 Winter

Useful width 
for planting 

(mm)  Lines

line spacing

*(cm)

 Summer

 Winter

 Capacity 

 Fertilizer  Seed

 Weight
 empty

 (kg)

 Wheelset tires 

 qtd  ply

 Tractor 
Power (cv) 

- Lateral wheelsets out of the machine lines - Values to convert in liters: Fertilizer 1,00 lit. = 1,00 kg / Seed 1,00 lit. = 0,70 kg. 
OBS.: The values in liters are approximate and the values in kilograms are variable, all depend on the density seed and fertilizer. 
- The tractor power may vary according to soil type, humidity, double disc, furrower, depth and others variables. 
- The above settings are factory defaults, but the customer can request changes to your preference. 
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GV 6000 - BGV 6000 - BGV 6000 - B
www.gihal.com.brwww.gihal.com.brwww.gihal.com.br (54) 3331-4044(54) 3331-4044(54) 3331-4044
Unidade 1: BR 386 KM 174,5        - Carazinho/RSUnidade 1: BR 386 KM 174,5        - Carazinho/RS
Unidade 2: BR 285 Dist. Industrial - Carazinho/RSUnidade 2: BR 285 Dist. Industrial - Carazinho/RS
Unidade 1: BR 386 KM 174,5        - Carazinho/RS
Unidade 2: BR 285 Dist. Industrial - Carazinho/RS
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Automatic lateral float 
It is a kit coupled between the neck and the cutting deck of combines. 
The purpose of this equipment is execute a cut close and uniform in all the 
plataform extension in sloping lands, preventing the ramps formation, those 
that hinder grain input when there is insufficient straw (soy) and prevents the 
unwanted cutting height 
(half) of the plant and subsequent loss of grain. 
The kit consists of an electro-hydraulic and mechanical system, controlled by 
sensors positioned on the platform ends and also has a pushbutton for 
manual operation from inside the harvesting cabin. 

who compares purchase

this Enterprise
It has the support
the nancia

Automatic side flotation kit cutting platform harvester John Deere and SLC with electro hydraulic drive.SF-6000-J

SF-6000-M

SF-6000-C

SF-6000-JC

SF-6000-MC

Automatic side flotation kit cutting platform harvester Massey Ferguson and Ideal with electro hydraulic drive.

Automatic side flotation kit cutting platform harvester New Holland and Calyson with electro hydraulic drive.

Automatic side flotation kit cutting platform harvester John Deere and SLC with electro hydraulic drive.

Automatic side flotation kit cutting platform harvester Massey Ferguson and Ideal with electro hydraulic drive.

Automatic side flotation kit cutting platform harvester New Holland and Clayson with electro hydraulic drive.SF-6000-CC

Forage wagon tipper 
forage trailer transport wagon,
handling, storage of feed and inputs
agricultural. Tipping by hydraulic control.

bucket

Length

Width

Height

Description
Deasures

Floor 

Lateral

Robustness and durability 

Description

Wheelsets                            4 

Axles                                       2 

Sistem                             Tandem 

Tires

Ply

Automa�c or manual lid opening     Automa�c/manual 

Tandem axle 

Capacity

who compares purchase

The above settings are standard , the customer can see changes of your own.
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GT 3650 - LGT 3650 - LGT 3650 - L

Models Capacity (lt)

500

1.000

1.500

2.000

2.500

3.000

3.500

3.6502000

4.500

5.000

5.500

6.000

6.500

7.000

7.500

8.000

8.500

9.000

yes 23001600
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Reservoir tank for liquid 
polyethylene 3.650 liters

who compares purchase

Cover log             Storage specification       Height
 (mm) 

Width 
(mm) Length (mm) Weight empty

(kg) 

- Liquids in general

 - Potable water

 - Liquids fertilizer 

- Water for sprayer 

 - Consult us for another applications. 

- Chemical products
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3600/4000
3600/4000
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Blade towed Hinged (Patrola) 
who compares purchase

who invented does best

the only with front ripperthe only with front ripperthe only with front ripper
electric and hydraulic control approvedapprovedapproved

Lateral attack                             Groud attack                Frontal attack           Side spin                          

“easy equipment handling, versatile , agile, 100 % hydraulic and only with front ripper”

Total length 
Attack cylinder (Blade) 
Spin cylinder (Blade) 
Lift cylinder (Wheelset) 
Ripper Cylinder

Tractor hydraulic control 
Predominant color 
Hydraulic ripper 
Blade angle of attack in soil (midpoint)
Spin vertical side attack the blade 
Spin vertical front attack the blade 
Horizontal spin of the blade on each side
Horizontal total spin of the blade 
Blade width 
Working width perpendicular to the chassis 
Working width with maximum blade spin

Wheelset external width 
Reversible knife 
Reversible knife 
Additional maximum weight 
Minimum total weight with tires 

Wheel rims 
Tires 
Minimum power of the tractor 
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technical details and optional

Precision agriculture Planting Monitor Fertilizer distribution 
system

Dual wheels Line marker Double disc 
in the fertilizer

Distribution of fine
grain seeds

Rotated lateral 
transport

Pantograph line 
in seed Cash pastures

Seed distribution 
coarse grains

Brasil

Dealer:
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